Section - B

Marks : 10

Q. 2 Answer any Four parts. Each part carries equal marks.

(a) Zahoor ul Din Balan
(b) Shah Fulkari's Aalam Tomb
(c) Shahish Mahal
(d) Shaker Garden
(e) Wazh Khaneh Mosque
(f) Architecture of Sindh
(g) Shah Jahan Mosque

Section - C

Marks : 12

NOTE: Attempt any two questions. Each question carries equal marks.

Q. 3 Describe the period after the Muslims from 1194 to 1526.

Q. 4 Discuss the architecture of Multan.

Q. 5 Throw light on the old fort of Lahore.
NOTE:  1) The question paper has three (3) sections. Each section carries equal marks select only ONE section.
  2) In section A (Model) the use of ruler, compass and other instruments are not allowed. In Section B
  (Composition) the tracing of composition is prohibited. In Section C (Design) ruler, compass and other
  instruments may be used.

Section “A” (Model)

Q. 1 There is a group of two objects before you consisting of a Bucket on the Drawing Board. Sketch the model as you see it.
Complete with light and shade, water colour, pencil colour.

Q. 2 The evening light on the bank of river is shining on a tree and this is looking toward the lake.

Q. 3 Sketch a scenery of the Jungle, in which the water pond is seen a boat, hut and behind the pond hills and trees.

Q. 4 Sketch a scenery of Chandra. Dog in which the dog is crossing over the bridge and see his shadow.

Section “B” (Composition)

Q. 5 Select one design of the following. Design and complete them in a rectangular of size 5" x 5". Having six 2" x 2" squares given below and colour them as desired.

[Diagram showing the design with squares and colours]